
 

 

Search and Rescue Suit 

Protection of all body parts is a must in any manufacturing facility. Work suits which can accommodate basic 

tools and Tackles for normal working which are carried along and also providing formal protection during the 

work hours and are comfortable to wear are preferred.  

 

“Saviour” Urban Search and Rescue garments helps users in the Water segments for protection against possi-

ble Fire Hazards. 

BPSAV-SRS                   

General Description: 



BPSAV-SRS                   

“Saviour” Urban and Research Rescue Body Protection Coveralls –Boiler Suits are made up Cotton 30’s 5*5/PU Mem-

brane / Cotton 40’s properties finishing ARC Rating. Fabric closely knitted which ensures maximum heat dissipation and 

provides comfort to the wearer. The suit is doubly stitched with good quality thread and is made as a One-Piece garment 

covering the full body from Neck to ankle. It comes with a collar with one front pocket on the left side of the chest of the 

upper Torso with two pockets on the Thighs of the suit. The suit is open in the front till crotch and is provided with No 5 

metallic Zipper. The waist is elasticized for snug fitting and these are available in all sizes as prevalent in the Industry. All 

components of IFR garments (e.g., Sewing threads, zipper tapes) are made from IFR materials. All metal components are 

backed with IFR material to prevent the components from conducting heat to the wearer’s skin. All elastic brands and nylon 

Velcro are fully covered and backs with IFR material to prevent ignition or melting of these components.    

Material: Cotton 30’s 5*5/PU Membrane / Cotton 40’s  

Color: Fluorescent Orange. 

Company Logo: As per customer requirement. 

Reflective Tapes: Can be customized as per the customer’s requirement. 

*The Picture on this datasheet may differ as per customer Specification. 

 Waterproof (W/P : 5000 mmH2O. 

 ARC Rating. 

 Breathability. 

 Light weight and comfortable to wear 

 Breathable fabric yet Fire Retardant in Nature. 

 Replacement of heavy garments 

 Washable hence hygienic in use 

 Economical in price 

 Customized to size wherever required. 

 Meets general Industrial international standards. 

 FLUORESCENT ORANGE PASS EN—471. 


